


























































































































































































































Graders School　1 School　2 School　3
Answer　1Answer　2
Gl 3 5 5 4
G2 6 8 4 7
Table　3：　Breakdown　of　scores　for　Question　B　（12　points）
GraderS School　l School　2 Schoo13
Answer　l Answer　2Answer　lAnswer　2Answer　1Answer　2
G3 7 NIA 3 8 8－9 11－12
G4　　’ゴ 11 12． 5 9－10 7 8・
G5 9 11 9 10 9 9
Note：　Graders　G6　and　G7　did　not　asSign　scores　to　the　sample　answers，　and　G7　provided　comments
　　　　　for　the　answers　from　School　1　only．
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of　stock　phrases，　and　even　misunderstanding　of　the
questions，　mirroring　concerns　they　had　when　marking
the　actual　exam．
Graders’comments　regarding　School　1
　uestion　A
　　As　indicated　in　Table　2，　G　l　was　more　critical　of
School　1’s　answers　than　was　G2．　Ofparticular　concern
was　a　lack　of　balance　in　the　information　provided　in
the　answers；　far　more　was　written　concerning　one
viewpoint　on　the　passage　topic，　with　little　mention　of
the　opposing　argument．　Additionally，　G　l　wrote　that
neither　paragraph，　in　fact，　actually　answered　the
question　that　was　posed．　Perhaps　this　should　not　be
entirely　surprising；　on　School　1’s　website，　the　accuracy
of　the　translation　of　the　question　（which　appeared　in
English　on　the　exam）　was，　at　best，　questionable．
　　G2　shared　G　1’s　view　that　the　first　answer　was　overly
weighted　toward　one　position，　but　had　high　marks　for
the　second　answer．
　uestion　B
　　Answer　1　was　generally　well　received．　Nearly　all　the
graders　commented　that　the　grammar　and　sentence
structure　were　suitable，　and　wrote　that　they　would　give
the　paragraph　a　decent　score．　However，　the　answer
posed　a　number　ofrhetorical　questions，　something　that
most　of　the　graders　believed　could　have　been　toned
down　somewhat．　G6　（who　did　not　provide　a　score）　was
not　entirely　impressed　with　the　content　of　the　answer，
commenting　that　“this　answer　really　doesn’t　answer　the
question．”
　　The　graders　were　in　agreement　that　the　second
sample　answer　was　superior　to　the　first．　“Pretty　darn
good，”　wrote　G4．　According　to　G5，　it　was　“not　perfect
grammatically，　but　［the］　argument　is　well　made．”　G6
thought　that　although　it　was　better　than　the　first　answer，
it　was　still　‘’Ctoo　general．”　G3　commented　that　it　was
very　difficult　to　mark　because　the　English　was“virtually
flawless，”　adding　that　it　would　be　necessary　to　examine
other　sections　ofthe　test　to　see　if　the　English　was　at　the
same　level．　“Otherwise　it　is　a　pre－learned　paragraph　on
the　topic，　or　the　candidate　is　almost　bilingual．”
School　2
　uestion　A
　　GI　noted　again　the　lack　of　specific　mention　of　the
views　presented　in　the　passage，　and　also　expressed
isapproval　over　the　fact　that　one　of　the　sentences
began　wit 　the　word　“and．”　G2　asserted　that　the　sample
provided　by　School　2　did　not　answer　the　question　in
accordance　with　the　instructions．　Rather　than
summarizing　the　two　opposing　views　obj　ectively，　it
instead　“sounds　like　the　student　is　expressing　his／her
own　view．”
　uestion　B
　　The　first　answer　from　School　2　received　low　marks
from　 wo　of　the　three　graders　who　provided　scores，
both　of hom　noted，　with　disapproval，　the　presence　of
stock　phras s．　According　to　G3，　“Completely　does　not
answer　the　question．　Classic　example　of　juku　set
phrases／model　answer．　The　last　two　sentences　can　be
discounted　as　pre－prepared．　Probably　a　3　for　actually
havi g　produced　some　nice　sounding　English．’”　G4　was
lso　critical：　“This　is，　at　least　as　far　as　the　second　part
of　t s　answer is　concerned．　the　answer　that　made　me
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　’
think　‘Oh　my　God，　not　again！’　This　is　because　1　read
answers　fu11　of　stock　phrases　like　these　over　and　over
again．　They　indicate　poor　composition　skills．”Although
G4’s　score　for　the　answer　was　five　points，　this　was
“only　because　the　first　part　is　somewhat　ok；　otherwise
3－4／12．”According　to　G6，‘‘lt’s　a　standard　answer．．．
ithout any　thought　about　the　actual　question．”　G5，　the
one　grader　who had　generally　positive　coinnients，
wrote　that　the　“wor 　choice　is　accurate”　and　that　the
“argument　is m de．”　G5　also　observed，　however，　that
he　“grammar　is　not　perfect．”
　The　second answer　was　generally　oonsidered
superior　to　the　first．　There　were　comments　concerning
questionable　grammar　and　how　the　sentence
o ganization could　have　been　better，　but　overall　the
paragraph　was　considered　satisfactory．　G6，　however，
wrote　that　the　answer　was　far　too　general，　and　that
“once　again　the　student　has　chosen　to　ignore　the　main
part ofthe　question．”
School　3
　uestion A
　　GI　thought　the　answer　was　at　times　unclear，　and
once　again　the　balance　between　the　two　views　was
stilted．　G　l　also　noted　with　disapproval　an　expression
used　in　the　paragraph一　“Rapidly　getting　serious”　一
writing　that　it　was　“overused　in　Japanese－English．”　G2
also　believed　that　the　answer　could　have　delved　more
i to　one　of　th 　views　presented　in　the　passage，　but
A　qualitative　study　ofthree　preparatory　schools’　answers　to　the　English　writing　section　of　a　Japanese　university’s　entrance　exam
overall　indicated　a　belief　that　the　paragraph　was
strong．．
　uestion　B
　　Concerning　the　first　answer，　three　ofthe　four　graders
who　commented　wrote　that　although　it　contained　a　few
grammatical　mistakes，　it　did　a　decent　j　ob　in　providing
specific　examples　of　potential　lifestyle　changes．　G3
wrote，　“Answers　the　question，　gives　some　concrete
examples，　and　is　in　intelligible　English，　albeit　with　a
few　errors．”　G4　expressed　a　similar　view，　writing，　C‘Not
a　brilliant　composition，　redundant　in　word　choices
（especially　conjunctions），．　but　it　seems　OBVIOUS　that
the　student　tried　to　create　a　somewhat　original
paragraph．”　G6，　however，　noted　that　the　examples　used
were　similar　to　those　many　others　had　written，　and
wondered　if　thi’s　was　perhaps　“another　standard　answer
taught　at　cram　schools．”
　　For　the　second　paragraph，　two　graders　thought．　the
grammar　was　problematic　at　times，　but　overall　the
question　was　answered　competently．　G5’s　comments
are　indicative　of　the　general　view：　“Word　choice　is
accurate，　argument　is　made，　grammar　is　not　perfect　and
［the］　intro　sentence　［is］　not　complete．”　G3　believed　it
to　be　the　best　of　the　six　sample　paragraphs　provided，
due　to　its　“strong　referencing　ofthe　arguments　given　in
the　text7’　G6　was　less　impressed，　commenting　that　it
was　“a　standard　answer　without　any　thought　about　how
changes　are　not　needed　in　their　own　lives．”
6　Limitations　and　Discussion
　　As　seen　from　the　above　comments，　it　would　appear
that　at　least　some　of　the　sample　answers　appearing　on
the　preparatory　schools’　sites　could　stand　to　improve．
However，　there　are，　of　course，　numerous　limitations　to
any　conclusions　that　can　be　reached　in　this　study．　First，
the　comments　and　scores　from　the　graders　illustrate　the
difficulties　inherent　in　including　a　written　section　on
the　exam　without　concrete　guidelines　for　graders　to
follow．　lt　is　obviously　not　ideal　that　scores　for　Schoo1
2’s　first　answer　to　Question　B　ranged　from　three　points
to　nine；　also　worrisome　is　that　the　maj　ority　of　graders
found　School　1’s　first　answer　to　Question　B　satisfactory，
but　assigned　very　different　scores．　There　simply　needs
to　be　more　consistency　during　the　grading　process，
especially　when　numerical　values　are　being　assigned．
Unfortunately，　even　with　definitive　guidelines，　scoring
problems　would　likely　persist　to　some　extent．　Graders
have　a　limited　amount　oftime　to　complete　their　sections
of　the　exams．　Considering　the　sheer　volume　of
paragraphs　to　read－at　some　of　the　bigger　schools，
graders　may　be　expected　to　score　over　800　paragraphs
in　two　days－it　can　be　extraordinarily　diMcult　for　any
grader　to　remain　absolutely　consistent　in　their
evaluations．
　　Moreover，　considering　that　this　study　was　conducted
at　a　 ingle　u iversity　with　only　seven　participants，　it　is
diMcult　to conclude　definitively　that　the　opinions
voiced　by　the　graders　are　representative　of　the　maj　ority
ofprofess s in　Japanese　universities．　A　larger　sample
．ize，　with　graders　from　several　universities，　would　be
ideal．
　Additionally，　the　writing　questions　made　up　only
twenty　percent　of　the　entire　English　section　of　the
exam，　which　in　turn　was　only　one　ofmany　subj　ects　on
the　test．　lt　is　very　possible　that　information　and
st ategies　learn d　by　students　at　the　preparatory　schools
did　make　the　difference　between　a　successfu1　applicant
and　one　who　did　no 　earn　admission．　Moreover，　it　is
also　possible　that　despite　the　at　times　questionable
English　and　overused　expressions　the　preparatory
schools　appear　to　employ，　students・　learn　to　write　better
p ragraphs　than　they　would　were　they　not　to　attend
these　schools．　Add tionally，　a　few　ofthe　paragraphs　did
receive　high　marks．　Considering　the　number　of　actual
exam　paragraphs　graders　evaluated，　it　is　impossible　to
determine　a　mean　score　（especially　because　once　the
grading　period　is　finished，　there　is　no　longer　access　to
the　exams），　but　it　is　likely　that　the　second　answer　for
Question　B　from　all　three　schools　compares　favorably
to　actu l　 xam　answers．
　 Despite　the　limitations　of　this　study，　however，　it
seems　cle r　tha 　the　preparatory　schools　have　ample
room　for　improvement．　For　example，　it　is　disconcerting
that　the　graders　often　commented　on　the　faulty　grammar
and　sen ce　structure　present　in　the　schools’　answers．
Japanese　high　school　students　receive　little　training　in
English　c mposition　so　they　cannot　be　expected　to
write grammat cally　flawless　answers．　The　preparatory
schools，　on　the　other　hand，　are　supposed　to　help
allevi e　this　problem．　That　the　writing　samples
appea ing　on　th ir　websites　were　often　riddled　with
basic　mistakes　does　not　inspire　much　faith　in　their
instructors’　abilities　to　teach　composition　skills．
　 Additio ally，　that　School　1　mistranslated　a　rather
basic　question　from　the　exam　also　gives　pause．　lf　that
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school’s　instructors　are　having　diMculty　understanding
the　questions，　is　it　also　possible　they　do　not　always
fully　comprehend　the　content　of　the　reading　passage
upon　which　the　questions　are　based？
　　Finally，　judging　from　their　comments，　what　provoked
the　most　dissatisfaction　among　several　of　the　graders
was　the　use　of　stock　phrases．　As　they　indicated　when
asked　about　recurring　trends　on　the　exam，　graders　do
not　consider　this　as　actual　language　production，　and
tend　to　evaluate　answers　with　such　phrases　severely．　lt
should　not　be　considered　a　coincidence，　then，　that
School　2’s　first　answer　to　Question　2，　which　contained
clear　examples　of’a　stock　phrase，　received　the　lowest
scores丘om　the　graders．　Certainly，　considering　test－
takers’　likely　lack　of　experience　with　English
composition，　it　should　be　expected　that　the　preparatory
schools　would　try　to　teach　them　a　number　of　basic
expressions　commonly　used　when　writing．　However，
expressions　such　as　“The　happiest　solution”　or　“This
problem　will　have　a　great　influence　on　our　lives　and　the
way　we　will　behave　will　have　a　great　influence　on　our
societゾ’are　hardly　phrases　one　finds　often　in　print．
1
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7　Conclusion
　　As　the　importance　ofwritten　English　skills　becomes
more　recognized　by　Japaneseuniversities，　it　is　expected
that　the　number　of　schools　incorporating　a　written
section　on　their　entranoe　exams　will　increase．　lt　should
thus　be　expected　that　as　a　result，　the　preparatory　schools
will　also　focus　more　on　this　section　of　the　exam．
Although　the　results　from　the　survey　used　for　this　・study
do　not　necessarily　suggest　learning　at　preparatory
schools　currently　has　a　hamifu1　effect　on　test　takers’
written　paragraphs，　it　would　seemingly　behoove　the
schools　to　strive　for　improvement．　There　is　the　very
real　possibility　that　one　or　two　points　could　separate
the　line　between　admission　to　and　rej　ection　from　a
university，　and　it　would　be　the　unfortunate　student
indeed　who　was　on　the　wrong　side　ofthat　line　because
he　or　she　chose　to　include　in　the　writing　section　an
often　oddly　worded　stock　phrase　learned　at　a　preparatory
school．　Considering　the　amount　of　time　and　money
students　are　spending　in　order　to　improve　their　chances
ofentering　university，　it　is　important　that　the　preparatory
schools　be　better　than　just　slightly　more　skillfu1　than
those　they　are　supposed　to　be　teaching；　the　students
deserve　more　than　that．
